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SUMMARY It is well-known that TCP often experiences se-
vere performance degradation in mobile networks since packet
losses not related to network congestion occur frequently due to
host mobility. In this paper, we propose a new packet buffer-
ing method to address such a problem without the scalability
problem in Mobile IP based networks. For this purpose, we first
investigate the performance of TCP Tahoe without considering
packet buffering through the simulation. Our simulation result
shows that in most cases, the smooth handoff by the route op-
timization extension of Mobile IP standard cannot prevent the
degradation of TCP performance due to handoffs, although it is
designed to reduce the number of packets dropped during the
handoff. It also shows that in utilizing the route optimization
extension, the TCP performance sometimes becomes worse even
than the case of the base Mobile IP unless its smooth hand-
off makes less than four packets be dropped during the handoff.
Such results mean that at least for TCP, the smooth handoff is
not useful unless the route optimization extension supports the
buffering method, which makes handoffs be transparent to trans-
port layer protocols by recovering the packets dropped during the
handoff. We then investigate the effects of packet buffering on
the performance of TCP. We modify the route optimization ex-
tension in order to support packet buffering at the base station,
but it is a very minor change. Finally, we discuss some problems
that should be addressed to recover the packets dropped during
the handoff by the buffering method without giving a worse im-
pact on the performance of TCP, and propose our solution to
solve those problems.
key words: mobile network, Mobile IP, TCP, packet bu�ering

1. Introduction

With recent remarkable developments of wireless tech-
nologies and very fast proliferation of mobile hosts in
past a few years, it becomes a realistic scenario that mo-
bile host users can freely move from place to place while
continuing communications. To support such a scenario
in the Internet, the IETF (Internet Engineering Task
Force) has designed a Mobile IP protocol. Mobile IP,
acting as an inter-subnetwork handoff protocol within
an IP layer, offers a mechanism for seamless handoff,
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but packet loss is unavoidable in the mobile network
environment when a mobile host user moves into an-
other subnetwork from a current one [1]. The prob-
lem is that TCP, the upper layer protocol than IP, was
not originally designed for such an environment. That
is, it interprets the packet losses as a sign of network
congestion. It is even true when packet losses happen
due to handoff, which results in unnecessary congestion
control. Then, TCP suffers from severe performance
degradation especially when a mobile host user visits
many subnetworks during the connection.

Such a problem was first pointed out in [2], and
several research works have been followed. See, e.g.,
[3]–[5]. However, no easy solution is still available until
now. Some solutions attempt to solve the problem by
modifying TCP. One such a solution can be found in [6]
where the TCP receiver on the mobile host explicitly
notifies the handoff event of the TCP sender so that an
appropriate action can be taken by the TCP sender. It
avoids degradation of TCP performance since the TCP
sender can know that the packet loss takes place by the
handoff event, not by the congestion occurrence. How-
ever, it apparently violates the layering concept of net-
work protocol stack since the TCP receiver can never
recognize the handoff event without help of underlying
link or network layer protocols. Furthermore, the so-
lution requires modification of TCP at both sides; not
only at the TCP receiver of the mobile host, but also
at the TCP sender connected to the wired-networks. It
is very unlikely that such a modified version of TCP is
installed on all correspondent hosts in the near future.

Another solution is the fast retransmit method [2],
which forces the mobile host to send three duplicate
ACKs needed to initiate Fast Retransmit at the corre-
spondent host as soon as it completes the handoff. By
this mechanism, the correspondent host can success-
fully retransmit lost packets without waiting for long
retransmission timeout due to coarse timer resolution.
The major problem is that this approach is useful only
when one or two packets are dropped during the hand-
off and the number of packets arriving at the mobile
host after handoff is too small to generate three dupli-
cate ACKs [3]. Even in that case, the TCP sender per-
forms unnecessary congestion control. Furthermore, it
also requires a modification of TCP at the mobile host
while modification is minor compared to the previous
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approach. It also requires an indication from the lower
link or network layer handoff protocol such that TCP
knows the occurrence of the handoff.

We thus take another approach to pursue a seam-
less handoff in this paper. If we can achieve the seam-
less handoff, it gives an advantage that application pro-
grams having been designed for wired networks can
also be used on the mobile hosts without any modi-
fication. A most promising way to realize the seamless
handoff is to store the packets at the base station as a
provision for the dropping of packets during the hand-
off event. Here, we classify packet buffering methods
into two categories; an unicast-based buffering method
and a multicast-based buffering method. In the for-
mer method, only the current base station for the mo-
bile host performs packet buffering. It forwards the
buffered packets to the new base station to which the
mobile host is connected after handoff, immediately af-
ter the address of the new base station is informed to
the previous base station.

On the other hand, in the latter method, all adja-
cent base stations of the current base station perform
packet buffering with anticipation of future handoff of
the mobile host. For this purpose, the packets destined
for the mobile host are forwarded to all adjacent base
stations in addition to the current base station by us-
ing multicasting routing. Therefore, there is no need
to forward the buffered packets to the new base station
at the time when the handoff actually takes place. It
thus makes the handoff latency be shorter than that
of the unicast-based buffering. However, for doing so,
the overhead of buffering is increased and more compli-
cated multicasting routing is necessary, in the case of
the multicast-based buffering.

The buffering method has already been addressed
in past literature. One such an example can be found
in the split-connection protocol [7], [8] while its main
purpose is to avoid the TCP performance degradation
due to the high error rate of the wireless link. In the
split-connection protocol, an end-to-end TCP connec-
tion is broken into the wired part (the fixed host to the
base station) and the wireless part (the base station to
the mobile host), and all information of the TCP con-
nections opened at the current base station has to be
handed over to the new base station when the handoff
takes place. It includes the buffered packets. That is,
the unicast-based buffering is used in that protocol [3],
[9], [10]. In [1], the authors investigated impacts of the
buffer size and beacon periods on the number of pack-
ets dropped during the handoff under the unicast-based
buffering method.

The snoop protocol is another example to use the
buffering method [5], in which every TCP packet of
both directions is monitored by the snoop agent in
the base station for the purpose of local retransmis-
sions to the mobile host. The authors incorporated the
multicast-based buffering method to improve the TCP

performance against the handoffs as well as the high
error rate of wireless link. However, all of those works
only consider an intra-subnetwork handoff, which oc-
curs within a subnetwork, and did not investigate im-
pacts of packet buffering on the performance of TCP
sufficiently. As we will show later, some problems must
be addressed to support buffering successfully.

In [11], the authors compared the above solutions
with link-layer solutions using forward error correction
(FEC) or automatic repeat request (ARQ) techniques,
for TCP over erroneous wireless link (without consid-
ering the handoff). They concluded that the most effi-
cient one is a well-tuned link-layer solution which uses
ACK of TCP for avoiding unnecessary TCP level re-
transmissions and selective ACK for efficient retrans-
mission over the wireless link. It means that compli-
cated solutions such as the split-connection protocol
are not necessary. However, it also implies that the
TCP performance degradation due to handoffs should
also be handled independently of higher layer protocols
so that it naturally fits into the layered structure of
network protocols. Therefore, we believe that by com-
bining a well-tuned link-layer solution and the buffering
method that we address in this paper, two causes of the
TCP performance degradation in mobile environments
can be resolved most efficiently. Then, the existing ap-
plications can be used on the mobile host without any
modification. Assuming that a well-tuned link-layer so-
lution is supported to handle the high error rate of the
wireless link, we focus on the effective buffering method
to handle handoffs in the current paper.

In the IETF, buffering at one or more foreign
agents is currently under consideration for more robust
packet delivery to the mobile host [12]. Our method
presented in this paper can offer the solution.

2. Packet Buffering in Mobile IP Based Net-
work

In this section, we briefly summarize the current Mobile
IP standard in Sect. 2.1, and then present our proposal
to support packet buffering in the Mobile IP based net-
work in Sect. 2.2. A simple analysis is also presented to
estimate the buffer requirement necessary to recover all
the packets dropped during the handoff. We consider
the network configuration of Mobile IP based network
shown in Fig. 1 where we assume that the router in each
subnetwork also plays the role of FA (Foreign Agent).

2.1 Overview of Mobile IP

We first provide an overview of the base Mobile IP
protocol [13] which can support host mobility without
modification to existing routers or correspondent hosts.
Then, we explain the Mobile IP with route optimization
extension which is designed to solve the well-known tri-
angle routing problem [12], [14] in the base Mobile IP
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Fig. 1 Network configuration of Mobile IP based networks.

Fig. 2 Base IETF Mobile IP protocol.

protocol.
In this paper, we proceed our discussion without

explaining the functional entities and terms adopted
in the mobile IP specification. Refer to [13], [14] for
introductory terminologies. In the base Mobile IP pro-
tocol, the HA (Home Agent) in the home network of
the mobile host intercepts the packets destined for the
mobile host using proxy ARP, and then delivers them
to the mobile host’s current attachment point to the In-
ternet using tunneling. The current attachment point
is defined by an IP address called the care-of-address.
There are two different types of care-of-address; a for-
eign agent care-of-address is an address of a FA with
which the mobile host is registered, and a co-located
care-of-address is an externally obtained local address
which the mobile host has associated with one of its
own network interfaces. We consider the foreign agent
care-of-address in this paper.

As shown in Fig. 2, when a mobile host (MH)
moves into a new foreign network, it receives the agent
advertisement message including the care-of-address
(i.e., the address of the new FA) from the new FA.
At this time, the mobile host can realize that it moves
into the new foreign network, and then sends the reg-
istration request message requiring registration of the
new care-of-address to the new FA. The new FA relays
it to the HA of the mobile host so that the HA delivers
the packets to the new FA instead of the old (previous)
FA.

In the Mobile IP with route optimization extension

Fig. 3 Mobile IP with route optimization extension.

[15], when the new FA receives the registration request
message from the mobile host, it sends the binding up-
date message to the old FA in order to inform the new
care-of-address, in addition to relaying the registration
request message. See Fig. 3. Each time the old FA re-
ceives a packet from the correspondent host (CH), it
has a responsibility to forward the packet to the new
FA. Also, it sends the binding warning message to the
HA because the correspondent host cannot know the
new care-of-address until the HA informs it. When the
HA receives the binding warning message, it sends the
binding update message to the correspondent host in
order to inform the new care-of-address. After receiv-
ing the binding update message, the correspondent host
can send packets to the new FA instead of the old FA.
Thus, the above process, called a smooth handoff, can
reduce the number of packets dropped during the hand-
off because in general the new FA is likely to be farther
from the HA than from the old FA.

2.2 Proposed Protocol to Support Packet Buffering

The number of packets dropped during the handoff can
be reduced by the smooth handoff. However, there is
still a possibility that in-flight packets are dropped un-
til the old FA receives the binding update message from
the new FA. This packet dropping gives severe impacts
on the performance of TCP in mobile networks, as hav-
ing been explained in Sect. 1. In the IETF, packet
buffering at one or more FAs is discussed to resolve
this problem [12].

We first consider the case where only one FA per-
forms buffering. That is, only the current FA performs
packet buffering with anticipation of future handoff of
the mobile host. The current FA sends the buffered
packets to the new FA when receiving the binding up-
date message from the new FA. This method does not
require any modification of the Mobile IP with route
optimization extension. It is because buffering is per-
formed only at the current FA. However, there is a scal-
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ability problem in this method because FA must cover
all the TCP connections of the mobile hosts commu-
nicating with the IP hosts at the outside of the sub-
network. As packet buffering is performed in parallel
at more FAs, the scalability problem becomes more se-
rious. It is also difficult to support the handoff be-
tween two cells in the same subnetwork (i.e., intra-
subnetwork/local handoff) when buffering is performed
at FA.

At the data link-layer, ARQ protocol uses the re-
transmission buffer to perform error control on the
wireless link. It can be used for recovering the packets
dropped during the handoff if buffering is performed at
BS (Base Station) [1]. In that case, only the packets
not acknowledged by the mobile host are forwarded to
the new BS after handoff. That is, the mobile host
never receives duplicate packets due to buffering. As
will be shown in the next section, such duplicate pack-
ets trigger an unnecessary Fast Retransmit. Thus, the
performance of TCP cannot be improved by buffering
solely. However, if buffering is performed at FA, such
duplicate packets are unavoidable. It is possible that
FA manages the buffer for recovering packet losses (due
to handoff) by using the ACK of TCP, but monitoring
of TCP ACKs introduces overheads at FA.

From the above reasons, we propose an unicast-
based buffering method where buffering is performed
only at the current BS. In this method, the packets
buffered in the old BS are first sent to the old FA.
After that, the old FA forwards them to the mobile
host through the new FA. We note that in the route
optimization extension, if the packets destined for the
mobile host are wrongly tunneled to the old FA, it for-
wards those packets to the new FA by re-encapsulating
them with the right care-of-address (i.e., the address
of the new FA). Therefore, the problem in the unicast-
based buffering method becomes how the old BS sends
the buffered packets to the old FA. For this purpose,
we introduce the forward message (see Fig. 4), which
serves as a link-layer control message between FA and
BS. It contains the link-layer address of the mobile host
to identify the buffered packets for the mobile host.
When the old FA receives the binding update message
from the new FA, it sends the forward message to the
old BS to request forwarding of the buffered packets.
When those packets arrive at the old FA, it can han-
dle them as the packets wrongly tunneled to it. That
is, it forwards the buffered packets to the new FA by
re-encapsulating them with the address of the new FA.
Therefore, with minor modification of the route opti-
mization extension, the proposed buffering method can
solve the problems that may happen when buffering is
performed at FA.

On the other hand, the Mobile IP standard [13]
recommends to limit the maximum sending rate of the
agent advertisement message to once per second for re-
ducing the network load caused by the agent advertise-

Fig. 4 Modification of the Mobile IP with route optimization
extension to support buffering at a base station.

ment message. Therefore, even if the agent advertise-
ment message is broadcasted (or multicasted) at the
maximum sending rate by the new FA, the mobile host
cannot receive it during one second after moving into
the new foreign network in the worst case. It means
that during that time, in-flight packets destined for the
mobile host are dropped because the mobile host can-
not send the registration request message until receiv-
ing the agent advertisement message. For this prob-
lem, we make the Mobile IP with route optimization
extension be incorporated with the local handoff pro-
tocol as shown in Fig. 4. After receiving the beacon
message which plays the same role as the agent adver-
tisement message, the mobile host sends the handoff re-
quest message to the new BS. The new BS then sends
the notification message to the new FA for requesting
the agent advertisement message. Upon receiving the
notification message, the new FA sends the agent ad-
vertisement message to the new BS.

By this method, the mobile host can receive the
agent advertisement message more quickly, compared
to the method which periodically broadcasts the agent
advertisement message to all of the BSs in the subnet-
work. It is because the beacon message used in the local
handoff protocol is usually much shorter than the agent
advertisement message and also its sending rate is much
higher than the maximum sending rate of the agent ad-
vertisement message. When we compare the Mobile IP
with route optimization extension with the base Mo-
bile IP in the next section, this method is applied to
both of those protocols for fair comparison. Note that
this cooperation with the local handoff is allowed in the
Mobile IP standard [13].

We next consider the requirement on the buffer
size to recover all the packets dropped during the hand-
off. We consider the case where the correspondent host
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Fig. 5 Packets dropped during the handoff in the case of base
Mobile IP.

sends packets to the mobile host through the TCP con-
nection established between them. Then, by taking ac-
count of the sending rate of TCP and the period during
which in-flight packets are dropped, we can approxi-
mately determine the number of packets dropped dur-
ing the handoff as follows;

min
(mws

rtt
× tloss, mws

)
(1)

where

mws: the possible maximum window size of the
TCP connection,
rtt: the round-trip time of the TCP connection,
tloss: the period during which in-flight packets are
dropped.

We next consider tloss; the period during which
in-flight packets are dropped. It depends on the under-
lying handoff protocol. In the case of the base Mobile
IP, as shown in Fig. 5, all the packets forwarded by the
HA during the period from T1 to T2 are dropped at
the old FA. Thus, we are able to determine tloss for the
base Mobile IP as follows;

tloss = tdelay + tbeacon + tnew fa + tha (2)

where

tdelay: the delay between the HA and the old FA,
tbeacon: the period from the time when the mobile
host moves into the new foreign network to the
time when it receives the beacon message from the
new BS,
tnew fa: the period from the time when the mobile
host receives the beacon message to the time when
the new FA sends the registration request message,
tha: the period from the time when the new FA
sends the registration request message to the time
when the HA receives it.

If we assume the non-overlapping cell case as the
worst case, the worst case value of tbeacon is approx-
imately determined as the period of beacon message.
Similarly, we can derive tloss for the route optimization
extension as follows;

tloss = tbeacon + tnew fa + told fa (3)

where

Fig. 6 Simulation model.

told fa: the period from the time when the new
FA sends the binding update message to the time
when the old FA receives it.

By comparing Eqs. (2) and (3), we can find that the
value of tloss is much larger in the base Mobile IP case
than in the route optimization extension case. Since
the old FA is always placed near the new FA, the value
of told fa tends to be very small. Thus, the difference is
approximately the twice of the delay between the HA
and the old (new) FA.

3. Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we first describe our simulation model
in Sect. 3.1. We then show how the smooth handoff of
the Mobile IP with route optimization extension im-
proves the performance of TCP by comparing with the
case of the base Mobile IP protocol in Sect. 3.2. We
next investigate the impact of packet buffering on the
performance of TCP under our proposed protocol in
Sect. 3.3. We finally discuss the problems of packet
buffering method and possible solutions in Sect. 3.4.

3.1 Simulation Model

We consider the network configuration shown in Fig. 1
for investigating the performance of TCP in Mobile IP
based networks. We assume that 2Mbps WaveLAN
is used as the wireless access network to the Internet
and the BS performs as a link-layer bridge between
wireless 2Mbps WaveLAN and wired 10Mbps Ether-
net networks. Furthermore, we assume that the fixed
correspondent host is connected to 10Mbps Ethernet.
For this configuration, we developed a simulation model
shown in Fig. 6.

The delay taken to send a packet between FAs is
set to 1msec by considering 10Mbps Ethernet used for
the transmission. Similarly, the delay taken to send a
packet between the FA and the BS is also set to 1msec.
According to the experiment results of [5], the maxi-
mum achievable throughput for the TCP connection in
2Mbps WaveLAN is about 1.6Mbps in the presence of
no packet loss. We use this result in determining the
service rate of WaveLAN, by which we can determine
the delay taken to send the packet between the BS and
the mobile host by considering the packet size. Other
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Fig. 7 Scenario to see effects of the route optimization.

delays such as the delay between the HA and the FA
are dependent on the distance between the two nodes
considered, which are modeled by the delay station as
shown in Fig. 6.

We consider the scenario in which the fixed cor-
respondent host transmits 1Mbytes file to the mobile
host using TCP and only one handoff event occurs
during the file transfer. A congestion control algo-
rithm adopted in TCP Tahoe is used in this scenario.
The maximum segment size and the maximum window
size for the TCP connection are set to 1,024 bytes and
32 segments, respectively. The resolution of the TCP
timer is set to 500msec. In our simulation experiments,
we assume that there is no packet loss by network con-
gestion or transmission error.

In [1], the authors investigated how the period of
beacon message gives impacts on the number of pack-
ets dropped during the handoff by using WaveLAN.
The number of packets dropped during the handoff
decreases as the period of beacon message becomes
shorter, but the throughput of TCP is much decreased
when the period is too short. It is because the load
of WaveLAN increases as the period of beacon mes-
sage becomes shorter. Their results show that the
TCP throughput remains high when that period is kept
above 50msec, but begins to drop significantly when
that period is decreased below 50msec. By take ac-
count of this result, we always set the period of beacon
message to 50msec.

3.2 Comparison between the Base Mobile IP and the
Mobile IP with Route Optimization Extension

We first investigate how the route optimization exten-
sion of Mobile IP gives impacts on the performance of
TCP. For this purpose, we consider the scenario shown
in Fig. 7. The mobile host approaches toward the corre-
spondent host along the straight line between the cor-
respondent host and the HA, after departing from its
home network. Therefore, when the route optimization
extension is used, the round-trip time of the TCP con-
nection between the correspondent host and the mobile
host becomes smaller as shown in Table 1 because the
correspondent host sends TCP data packets directly to
the mobile host. The parameter α shown in Tables 1
and 2 corresponds to the round-trip time between the

Table 1 Delays between nodes in the case of the scenario to
see effects of the route optimization.

Delay (msec) between TCP rtt (msec)

CH & HA HA & FA CH & FA
Base Route
M-IP M-IP

80 0 80 160 +α 160 +α
80 10 70 160 +α 140 +α
80 20 60 160 +α 120 +α
80 30 50 160 +α 100 +α
80 40 40 160 +α 80 +α
80 50 30 160 +α 60 +α
80 60 20 160 +α 40 +α
80 70 10 160 +α 20 +α

Fig. 8 Effects of the route optimization.

FA and the mobile host, which is roughly 8msec. On
the other hand, when the base Mobile IP is used, the
round-trip time is not changed because the correspon-
dent host sends TCP data packets to the mobile host
through the HA. Note that in both cases, the mobile
host sends TCP ACK packets directly to the correspon-
dent host.

Figure 8 shows the throughput of TCP under our
scenario. On the whole, the route optimization gives
better performance than the base Mobile IP as ex-
pected. When the route optimization extension is used,
the round-trip time of the TCP connection decreases as
the mobile host approaches toward the correspondent
host because the delay between the correspondent host
and the FA decreases. As a result, the TCP throughput
increases. On the other hand, when the base Mobile IP
is used, the round-trip time of the TCP connection is
not changed because of its inefficient routing. This is
the reason why the route optimization extension gives
better performance than the base Mobile IP in this sce-
nario. Note that in both cases, the throughput of TCP
increases abruptly when the delay between the HA and
the FA is changed to 50msec, although the round-trip
time of the TCP connection remains constant especially
in the case of the base Mobile IP. It is related to the
number of packets dropped during the handoff. We
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Fig. 9 Scenario to see effects of the smooth handoff.

Table 2 Delays between nodes in the case of the scenario to
see effects of the smooth handoff.

Delay (msec) between TCP rtt (msec)

CH & HA HA & FA CH & FA
Base Route
M-IP M-IP

10 0 10 20 +α 20 +α
10 10 20 40 +α 40 +α
10 20 30 60 +α 60 +α
10 30 40 80 +α 80 +α
10 40 50 100 +α 100 +α
10 50 60 120 +α 120 +α
10 60 70 140 +α 140 +α
10 70 80 160 +α 160 +α

Fig. 10 Effects of the smooth handoff.

will explain its reason in more detail at the end of this
subsection.

We next investigate how the smooth handoff by the
route optimization extension of Mobile IP gives impacts
on the performance of TCP. For this purpose, we con-
sider the scenario shown in Fig. 9 where the mobile host
becomes away from the HA and the correspondent host.
In this case, the round-trip time of the TCP connection
between the correspondent host and the mobile host be-
comes identical for two Mobile IP protocols as shown in
Table 2. Therefore, we can focus on the investigation of
the smooth handoff. Figure 10 shows the throughput
of TCP under this scenario. On the whole, the base
Mobile IP gives better performance than the route op-
timization extension, although the smooth handoff is
supported in the route optimization extension to re-
duce the number of packets dropped during the hand-

Fig. 11 TCP Tahoe behavior during the handoff.

Fig. 12 Erroneous fast retransmit by multiple packet losses.

off. This result is contrary to our expectation.
To see the cause of this result, we investigate how

TCP Tahoe behaves when the handoff occurs. Fig-
ure 11 shows sequence numbers of TCP data and ACK
packets for the case where the delay between the HA
and the FA is 70msec, when the route optimization
extension is used. In this case, the handoff occurs af-
ter the TCP sender achieves its maximum window size
32 packets, and 12 packets 594–605 are dropped from
one window of data during the handoff. Other pack-
ets 606–625 forwarded by the old FA arrive at the mo-
bile host successfully. Figure 12 shows the behavior
of TCP Tahoe after the handoff in more detail. Each
time the packet not dropped during the handoff ar-
rives at the TCP receiver, it sends the correspond-
ing ACK for packet 593. Then, the TCP sender be-
gins slow-start upon receiving three duplicate ACKs
for packet 593. After sending packets 601–608 at
time around 4,660msec, it receives the first ACK for
packet 625 triggered by packet 605 at time 4,853msec
because packets 606–625 are already received by the
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Fig. 13 Example of erroneous fast retransmit by multiple packet losses.

TCP receiver. This one large ACK forces the TCP
sender to transmit 13 packets 626–638 at line speed
because the congestion window is 13 packets at this
point. Note that this surge of packets gives worse im-
pacts on the network. Then, the TCP sender transmits
packet 626 at time 4,870msec upon receiving three du-
plicate ACKs for packet 625, which are triggered by
packets 606–608. But, this is an erroneous Fast Re-
transmit because it is not related to packet loss. After
time around 5,200msec, an erroneous Fast Retransmit
occurs every round-trip time until the file transfer is
completed, and every packet is transmitted twice, and
in most of time no more than 6 packets are transmitted
during one round-trip time.

We describe the reason why such erroneous Fast
Retransmit occurs consecutively in Fig. 13. We assume
that packets 5–8 are dropped from one window of data
during the handoff and other packets 9–12 are received
successfully by the TCP receiver. In this case, the TCP
sender retransmits packet 5 upon receiving three dupli-
cate ACKs for packet 4. After two round-trip times
(i.e., in the period T1), the TCP sender receives four
ACKs for packet 12 triggered by packets 8–11. When
receiving the first ACK for packet 12, the TCP sender
transmits packets 13–17 as response because the con-
gestion window is 5 at this point. Then, it begins slow-
start to recover packet 13 upon receiving three dupli-
cate ACKs for packet 12, although packets 13–17 are
already transmitted just before. As a result of that,
after one round-trip time, the TCP sender receives five
ACKs instead of one ACK, it thus transmits eight pack-
ets 14–21 unlike the case of normal Fast Retransmit in
which just two packets are expected to be transmitted.
Note that packets 14–17 are transmitted again because
the TCP sender in slow-start ignores the fact that those
packets were transmitted before. For this reason, an
erroneous Fast Retransmit occurs after one round-trip
time, and that in turn triggers another erroneous Fast
Retransmit after one round-trip time. In this way, an
erroneous Fast Retransmit occurs every round-trip time

Fig. 14 Relation between number of packet losses and round-
trip time.

until the file transfer is completed. After the first erro-
neous Fast Retransmit, the number of packets transmit-
ted during one round-trip time becomes smaller than
before until it becomes 6, and then it is never changed.
Also, we can see that more packets than the conges-
tion window size are transmitted during one round-trip
time when an erroneous Fast Retransmit occurs. Such
erroneous Fast Retransmit occurs consecutively if the
following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously;

• more than three packets are dropped consecutively
during the handoff,

• more than two packets successfully arrive at the
TCP receiver after the handoff.

Unfortunately, those conditions are likely to be satis-
fied in the case of the route optimization extension.
That is the reason why the performance of TCP is de-
graded further when the route optimization extension
is used. We next investigate the number of packets
dropped during the handoff which is closely related to
the performance of TCP.

Figures 14 and 15 show the number of packets
dropped and the packet loss period tloss for the case
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Fig. 15 Relation between packet loss period and round-trip
time.

of Fig. 10, respectively. As shown in Fig. 15, tloss is
proportional to the round-trip time in the case of the
base Mobile IP due to its inefficient routing. In this
case, as we can see from Eqs. (1) and (2), most of pack-
ets are always probably dropped from one window of
data without regard to the round-trip time, especially
when the correspondent host is placed close to the HA.
For this reason, 32 packets are always dropped with-
out regard to the round-trip time in the case of the
base Mobile IP. Note that the actual number of pack-
ets dropped during the handoff can be larger than the
theoretical value. It is because packets arrive at the
BS in a burst manner although we assumed implicitly
in Eq. (1) that the intervals between two packets are
equal.

On the other hand, in the case of the route op-
timization extension, tloss is almost constant without
regard to the round-trip time and tbeacon becomes a
dominant factor in tloss because the old FA is always
placed near the new FA. For this reason, when the
round-trip time becomes larger than tbeacon, the condi-
tions for triggering consecutive erroneous Fast Retrans-
mit are satisfied in the case of the route optimization
extension. In the case of the base Mobile IP, however,
the TCP sender always restarts the file transfer after
the retransmission timeout and no erroneous Fast Re-
transmit occurs because all of the packets within one
window of data are dropped so that the TCP receiver
can send no duplicate ACK. That is the reason why the
base Mobile IP gives better performance than the route
optimization extension under the scenario to see effects
of the smooth handoff, as shown in Fig. 10.

From the above results, we can see that the smooth
handoff of the route optimization extension is useful
only if the round-trip time is much larger than tloss

so that no more than three packets are dropped. In
that case, the route optimization extension gives bet-
ter performance than the base Mobile IP because all
of the dropped packets are recovered by normal Fast

Fig. 16 Comparison with the fast retransmit method.

Retransmit and no erroneous Fast Retransmit occurs.
Otherwise, when the route optimization extension is
used, the performance of TCP can be further degraded
compared to the case of the base Mobile IP due to its
smooth handoff. Note that even when the round-trip
time is much larger than tloss, there is a possibility that
more than three packets can be dropped because pack-
ets arrive at the BS in a burst manner. On the other
hand, in Fig. 8, we showed that the route optimization
extension gives better performance than the base Mo-
bile IP under the scenario to see effects of the route op-
timization. However, as mentioned before, it is because
in that scenario the round-trip time of TCP becomes
smaller due to the route optimization. In that scenario,
the smooth handoff of the route optimization extension
just gives an ill effect on the performance of TCP like
in Fig. 10, especially when the delay between the HA
and the FA is less than 50msec. We next explain the
reason why the throughput of TCP increases abruptly
when the delay between the HA and the FA is changed
to 50msec for both cases, which is deferred. It is be-
cause most of packets begin to be dropped from one
window of data from the point that the delay between
the HA and the FA is 50msec so that no erroneous Fast
Retransmit occurs, whereas the conditions for trigger-
ing consecutive erroneous Fast Retransmit are satisfied
when the delay is less than 50msec, in both cases.

3.3 Impacts of Buffering in Mobile IP Based Networks

In this subsection, before investigating the buffering
method, we first show how the performance of TCP
is affected by the fast retransmit method [2]. In doing
so, we use the parameters used in obtaining Fig. 10, and
thus the number of packets dropped during the handoff
is equal to the case of Fig. 10. When the fast retrans-
mit method is used, the mobile host sends three dupli-
cate ACKs artificially upon receiving the ACK for the
handoff request message from the new BS. Figure 16
shows the results. In the case of the base Mobile IP,
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Fig. 17 Effects of the buffering method.

the performance of TCP is always improved without
regard to the round-trip time if the Fast Retransmit
method is supported because the method makes the
TCP sender restart the file transfer without waiting for
the retransmission timeout and erroneous Fast Retrans-
mit, when all of the packets within one window of data
are dropped. For the same reason, if the fast retransmit
method is incorporated with the route optimization ex-
tension, the performance of TCP is improved when all
of the packets within one window of data are dropped.
From the results, we can see that this method is useful
only if most of packets are dropped from one window
of data during the handoff or the window size is too
small, so that the number of packets arriving at the
mobile host after the handoff is too small to generate
three duplicate ACKs. Otherwise, it gives very little
impacts on the performance of TCP because the time
to start Fast Retransmit is not much different whether
it is supported or not.

Figure 17 shows the impacts of the buffering
method on the performance of TCP when using the pro-
posed protocol which makes buffering at a BS possible.
In this figure, we used the buffer of 32 packets, which
corresponds to the maximum window size. Therefore,
we can recover all the packets dropped during the hand-
off because the number of packets dropped cannot ex-
ceed the maximum window size. Other parameters are
same to Fig. 10. We can see that the performance of
TCP is not improved by the buffering method even
when the size of buffer is larger than the number of
packets dropped. It is because erroneous Fast Retrans-
mit occurs consecutively if the old BS sends more than
two packets which are already received by the mobile
host toward the new BS after the handoff. This situa-
tion is likely to be happened because BSs cannot know
which packets are dropped.

Let us consider the impacts of the buffer size on the
performance of TCP in more detail. We assume that
buffers behave like FIFO (First In First Out) queue.
That is, when a packet arrives at the buffer with no

Fig. 18 Relation between TCP throughput and buffer size.

space, it is stored in the tail of the buffer and instead
the packet arrived at first is dropped from the head
of buffer. Therefore, if the buffer size is smaller than
the number of packets dropped, some packets dropped
earlier cannot be recovered. On the other hand, if the
buffer size is larger than the number of packets dropped,
the old BS sends some packets which are already arrived
at the mobile host successfully, toward the new BS after
the handoff, and thus those packets trigger duplicate
ACKs at the mobile host.

Figure 18 shows the impacts of the buffer size on
the performance of TCP when 16 packets are dropped
during the handoff. We can see that the range of the
buffer size improving the throughput of TCP is narrow.
When the difference between the buffer size and the
number of packets dropped is lager than two, the old
BS sends more than two packets already received by
the mobile host before the handoff, toward the new
BS, and thus the TCP receiver sends more than two
duplicate ACKs. Then, unfortunately, erroneous Fast
Retransmit occurs consecutively at the TCP sender like
the case that multiple packets are dropped during the
handoff. It is a critical problem that the throughput
of TCP is not improved by the buffering method even
when the buffer size is larger than the number of packets
dropped. It is because we must provide a large buffer
to be able to recover all of the packets dropped during
the handoff at any time. In the next subsection, we will
discuss the problems of the buffering method in more
detail.

3.4 Problems of the Buffering Method

In the previous subsection, we have shown that the per-
formance of TCP cannot be improved without an ap-
propriate buffer size even when the buffer size is larger
than the number of packets dropped during the hand-
off. This is one of problems that should be addressed to
make the buffering method feasible because we cannot
estimate exactly the number of packets dropped during
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the handoff even if we can know the round-trip time,
the maximum window size, and the packet loss period.
To address this problem, it is necessary to satisfy fol-
lowing two conditions; (1) the buffer size must be larger
than the number of packets dropped during the hand-
off and (2) the old BS must not send more than two
packets already received by the mobile host before the
handoff, toward the new BS. We first consider the first
condition. The buffer size can be determined as the
size of the transmission buffer which is implemented in
the BS to sends packets toward the mobile host. The
congestion window size never gets larger than the size
of the transmission buffer even if the wireless link is
not the bottleneck link of the TCP connection. Thus,
the number of packets dropped is always less than or
equal to the size of the transmission buffer. The sec-
ond condition can be satisfied if we manage the buffer
for recovering packet loss by using the ACK of TCP or
the ACK of the link-layer protocol used in the wireless
link. In that case, the old BS can drop the acknowl-
edged packets from the buffer, and thus the mobile host
never receives duplicate packets generated by introduc-
ing the buffering method.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that in most cases, the smooth handoff
by the route optimization extension of current Mobile
IP standard cannot prevent the degradation of TCP
performance due to handoffs, although it is designed to
reduce the number of packets dropped during the hand-
off. Moreover, we have found that in the case of the
route optimization extension, the performance of TCP
can be further degraded than the case of the base Mo-
bile IP unless its smooth handoff makes less than four
packets be dropped during the handoff. To address such
problem, we have proposed a buffering method in which
only one base station performs buffering in order to re-
cover the packets dropped during the handoff without
the scalability problem. In doing that, we have modi-
fied the route optimization extension in order to sup-
port buffering of packets at a base station. Finally, we
have discussed the problems that should be addressed
to recover the packets dropped during the handoff by
the buffering method without giving a worse impact on
the performance of TCP, and proposed our solution to
resolve those problems.

In this paper, we have not considered other TCP
versions such as TCP Reno and TCP New Reno. If
packet buffering is not supported, the performance of
TCP would become different depending on the TCP
version. It is because each TCP version employs its
own congestion control algorithm. That is, when packet
losses occur due to the handoff, each TCP version re-
acts differently on the pattern of packet losses and the
number of packet losses according to its congestion con-
trol algorithm. However, if the packets dropped during

the handoff are successfully recovered by the proposed
buffering method, the handoff event becomes transpar-
ent to the upper layer protocols than Mobile IP. Thus,
there is no performance difference between TCP ver-
sions as far as we are only concerned with handoff. It
means that the buffering method does not depend on
the TCP version. It is one major advantage of the
buffering method. Note that if the buffering method is
successfully employed, the upper layer protocols having
been designed for wired networks can be used on the
mobile hosts without any modification.
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